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  Tekkon Kinkreet Taiyō Matsumoto,2007 Black and White, two orphans who roam the streets of
Treasure Town, beat down any thug or yakuza who threaten their home.
  TEKKONKINKREET: Black & White Taiyo Matsumoto,2007-09-25 2008 Eisner Comic Winner
Street urchins Black and White have skyscraper-sized chips on their shoulders, but are fiercely loyal
to each other. Black is especially quick to avenge any slight against his dim-witted pal. The result?
The citizens of Treasure Town are afraid of them, the police are afraid of them--even the local yakuza
gangsters are afraid of them But when the crime boss known as the Rat returns to Treasure Town, it
looks like there's gonna be a rumble... The violence in this unique European-influenced manga title is
more mindful than it seems at first glance, and the subtle relationships between its unique cast of
characters are marked by surprising poignancy.
  Tekkonkinkreet: Black & White 30th Anniversary Edition Taiyo Matsumoto,2023-11-28 In the
somewhere-sprawl of Treasure Town, two young boys, Black and White, rule the streets. Like avatars
of the city itself, they are its will and its voice, full of love and compassion, as well as danger and
violence. As they leap from rooftop to rooftop, from lamppost to lamppost, nothing escapes their
notice. But the city is changing beneath their feet as a yakuza-backed corporate development moves
in. When the gangsters make a play to remove Black and White, the boys push back. The police have
an interest in Black and White as well, trying to make sure things don't get out of hand—but things
will. A battle begins between corruption and innocence, a struggle for the soul of the city itself, that
will change Black and White and the city around them forever. -- VIZ Media
  Sunny, Vol. 2 Taiyo Matsumoto,2013-11-19 The second installment of this poignant series
focused on the young lives of a group of foster children delves into the deep sadness and bright joys
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of their fears and dreams. Publishers Weekly writes, Matsumoto deftly weaves a sense of longing and
sadness into even the most chaotic scenes, and readers are drawn into the lives of children struggling
to be themselves in a world that doesn’t want them. Translated by Tekkonkinkreet film director
Michael Arias. -- VIZ Media
  Anime Architecture Stefan Riekele,2020-11-17 An unrivaled visual guide to the cityscapes and
buildings of the most celebrated and influential anime movies. Anime has been influencing cinema,
literature, comic books, and video games around the world for decades. Part of what makes anime so
popular are the memorable and breathtakingly detailed worlds designed by the creators, from
futuristic cities of steel to romantic rural locales. Anime Architecture presents the fantastic
environments created by the most important and revered directors and illustrators of Japanese
animated films, such as Hideaki Anno, Koji Morimoto, and Mamoru Oshii. Unprecedented access to
vast studio archives of original background paintings, storyboards, drafts, and film excerpts offers
readers a privileged view into the earliest stages of conception, development, and finished versions of
iconic scenes from critically acclaimed movies such as Akira, Ghost in the Shell, Metropolis, and more.
Revealing the secret creative processes of these major anime studios, Anime Architecture is perfect
for anyone touched by the beauty and imagination of classic anime, offering inspiration for artists,
illustrators, architects, designers, video game makers, and dreamers.
  Castlevania: The Art of the Animated Series Frederator Studios,2021-08-31 Fans of Castlevania
will covet this opportunity to learn all there is to know about the development of the animated series
with this beautifu, expertly designed, full color, hardcover art book featuring concept art and
commentary from all four seasons of the hit animated series. Gothic adventure and horror abound in
Netflix's Castlevania. Now explore the work behind the scenes of the popular show that was originally
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inspired by the classic video games! Hundreds of pieces of ultra-detailed artwork are contained in
these pages, including stunning, never-before-seen illustrations of monsters, characters, and
environments. Experience the labor of love expressed while adapting the design for Dracula's castle,
and get a closer look at the intricacies of each prop's fastidiously created components!
  A Sky Longing for Memories Makoto Shinkai,2015-06-30 A Sky Longing for Memories is a
Makoto Shinkai fan's dream! Featuring art created by the beloved director, this full-color art book is
packed with art from the many movies he directed for Studio CoMix Wave. The book is a 175 page
LANDSCAPE FORMAT softcover, the majority of which are images, a rare treat in the realm of
fanbooks. Inside you will find hundreds of backgrounds from from his award-winning works: 5
Centimeters per Second, The Place Promised in Our Early Days, Voices of a Distant Star, and a TV
advertisement for the Mainichi Newspaper. In addition to the backgrounds, there is a section about
the software and technique behind CoMix Wave's animation, which discuss the key features of the
software the studio has developed to use at various stages of production. The English edition also
comes with a lengthy interview with Mr. Shinkai and other key members of his studio.
  Art of Satoshi Kon ,2015-08-18 Director Satoshi Kon blazed a brilliant animation career before his
tragic death in 2010 at age 46. Now Dark Horse is privileged to remember him and his works through
The Art of Satoshi Kon, a beautiful book of Kon’s illustrations for his movies Perfect Blue, Tokyo
Godfathers, Milennium Actress, Paprika and his televison series Paranoia Agent, plus his unfinished
The Dreaming Machine, his manga, commercial art, and several little-known and incomplete projects
by the creator! Includes a special message from Academy Award nominated director Darren
Aronofsky (The Wrestler, Black Swan, Noah)
  Sunny Taiyo Matsumoto,2013-05-21 When Sei's parents drop him off at a children's home, he
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does what he can to fit in with the other troubled children and, like them, finds escape in a broken-
down old car and his imagination.
  No. 5, Vol. 1 Taiyo Matsumoto,2021-07-20 In a world where most of the earth has become a
harsh desert, the Rainbow Council of the Peace Corps has a growing crisis on its hands. No. 5, one
member of a team of superpowered global security guardians and a top marksman, has gone rogue.
Now the other guardians have to hunt down No. 5 and his mysterious companion, Matryoshka. But
why did No. 5 turn against the council, and what will it mean for the future of the world? -- VIZ Media
  Ping Pong, Vol. 2 Taiyo Matsumoto,2020-09-15 Things have changed since the last inter-high
tournament. Peco has quit the game, and “Smile” Tsukimoto's desire to play is gone. Even “Demon”
Sakuma has been kicked off the Kaio team. But Coach Koizumi isn’t going to let all that talent go to
waste and launches a plan to get Tsukimoto back on the team and into top condition. Every great
athlete needs a great rival to push them past their limits, and Peco and Smile—friends since they
were children—must now challenge each other to become the heroes they always dreamed they
could be. -- VIZ Media
  No. 5, Vol. 3 Taiyo Matsumoto,2022-01-18 The old allegiances and friendships have been broken
and the Rainbow Brigade now faces disbandment. No. 5 has eluded or killed every member of the
Rainbow Brigade that has come after him so far, but now No. 3 closes in on him and is determined not
to let any sentiments for his former comrade cloud his judgment. Elsewhere, No. 1, missing for over a
month and struggling to understand what to do with his power, heads for a fateful meeting with No. 2.
-- VIZ Media
  Tokyo on Foot Florent Chavouet,2012-10-23 This prize-winning book is both an illustrated tour of
a Tokyo rarely seen in Japan travel guides and an artist's warm, funny, visually rich, and always
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entertaining graphic memoir. Florent Chavouet, a young graphic artist, spent six months exploring
Tokyo while his girlfriend interned at a company there. Each day he would set forth with a pouch full
of color pencils and a sketchpad, and visit different neighborhoods. This stunning book records the
city that he got to know during his adventures. It isn't the Tokyo of packaged tours and glossy
guidebooks, but a grittier, vibrant place, full of ordinary people going about their daily lives and the
scenes and activities that unfold on the streets of a bustling metropolis. Here you find businessmen
and women, hipsters, students, grandmothers, shopkeepers, policemen, and other urban types and
tribes in all manner of dress and hairstyles. A temple nestles among skyscrapers; the corner grocery
anchors a diverse assortment of dwellings, cafes, and shops--often tangled in electric lines. The artist
mixes styles and tags his pictures with wry comments and observations. Realistically rendered
advertisements or posters of pop stars contrast with cartoon sketches of iconic objects or droll
vignettes, like a housewife walking her pet pig, a Godzilla statue in a local park, and an urban fishing
pond that charges 400 yen per half hour. This very personal guide to Tokyo is organized by
neighborhood with hand-drawn maps that provide an overview of each neighborhood, but what really
defines them is what caught the artist's eye and attracted his formidable drawing talent. Florent
Chavouet begins his introduction by observing that, Tokyo is said to be the most beautiful of ugly
cities. With wit, a playful sense of humor, and the multicolor pencils of his kit, he sets aside the
question of urban ugliness or beauty and captures the Japanese essence of a great city in this truly
vital portrait.
  Soul Eater Soul Art 2 Atsushi Ohkubo,2017-10-31 The second deluxe, hardcover art book from
New York Times bestselling artist Atsushi Ohkubo contains full color illustrations-including cover art,
color pages from its original Japanese magazine publication, and much more!-from Soul Eater and
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Soul Eater NOT!
  My Begging Chart Keiler Roberts,2021-11-25 Keiler Roberts mines the passing moments of
family life to deliver an affecting and funny account of what it means to simultaneously exist as a
mother, daughter, wife, and artist. Drawn in an unassuming yet charming staccato that mimics the
awkward rhythm of life, no one’s foibles are left unspared, most often the author’s own. When Roberts
considers whether or not to dust the ceiling fan, it’s effectively relevant. She can get lost in the
rewarding melodrama of playing Barbies with her daughter and will momentarily snap out of her
depression. Her harmless fibs to get through the moment are brought up by her daughter a year or
two later, yet without hesitation Roberts will request that her daughter’s imaginary friend not visit
when she is around. Her MS diagnosis lingers in the background, never taking center stage. In My
Begging Chart, her most encompassing work yet, Keiler meditates on routine and stillness. The
vignettes of her everyday life exude immense presence, making her comics thoroughly relatable and
reflective of our all-too-human lives as they unfold with humour, sadness, and relieving joy. In
transporting these stories onto paper, Keiler observes, and at times relishes, a fleeting present.
  GoGo Monster Taiyo Matsumoto,2013-01-29 Third grader Yuki Tachibana lives in two worlds. In
one world, he is a loner ridiculed by his classmates and reprimanded by his teachers for telling stories
of supernatural beings that only he can see. In the other world, the supernatural beings vie for power
with malevolent spirits who bring chaos into the school, the students' lives, and nature itself. -- VIZ
Media
  One Piece Color Walk Compendium: Water Seven to Paramount War Eiichiro
Oda,2019-10-01 Gorgeous color art from Eiichiro Oda’s One Piece! The first three Color Walk art books
collected into one beautiful compendium. Color images and special illustrations from the world’s most
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popular manga, One Piece! This compendium features over 300 pages of beautiful color art as well as
interviews between the creator and other famous manga artists, including Taiyo Matsumoto, the
creator of Tekkonkinkreet. This second volume continues to showcase the artful adventures of the
One Piece series. From the Water Seven arc, where the Straw Hats encounter the sinister CP9
organization, to the Paramount War arc that follows their journey to Marineford where Luffy’s brother
Ace resides.
  Vision Hans P. Bacher,Sanatan Suryavanshi,2018-05-15 Featuring hundreds of carefully hand-
crafted illustrations as well as significant tuition on how to best compose and use images to create
the most powerful frames, this book is potentially Hans P. Bacher's life's work encapsulated in one
volume. Here, the internationally renowned production designer shares his expertise in an easy-to-
follow and imaginative way – giving tips, exercises, and a depth of knowledge garnered from a
lifetime in the industry. Bacher's production designs have established the look of many seminal
animated films such as The Lion King, Balto, Mulan and Beauty and the Beast, so fans of his work will
be delighted. While keeping the focus on storytelling, Bacher instructs readers in the art of animated
cinematography with the ever-present aim of soliciting an emotional response from the audience.
Vision: Color and Composition for Film represents an amazing depth of experience — and is visually
arresting to boot.
  Sunny Taiyo Matsumoto,2014-10-21 What is Sunny? Sunny is a car. Sunny is a car you take on a
drive with your mind. It takes you to the place of your dreams. Sunny is the story of beating the odds,
in the ways that count. It’s the brand-new masterwork from Eisner Award-winner Taiyo Matsumoto,
one of Japan’s most innovative and acclaimed manga artists. Translated by Tekkonkinkreet film
director Michael Arias! The fourth installment of this poignant series focused on the young lives of a
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group of foster children travels their trajectory from painful yearning to bittersweet belonging.
  The Art of Bravely Default Square Enix,2019-03-05 Experience the fantastical world of Luxendarc
like never before! Join the game's creators as they send their heroes on a journey to awaken the
elemental crystals from all-consuming darkness, and experience the critically acclaimed Bravely
Default in a whole new way. 256 pages of concept art and commentary, delightfully arranged in a
colorful hardcover volume offered in English for the first time! This faithful localization of original
Japanese content allows readers to explore the story and art behind the game, and features hundreds
of pieces of concept art and conversational commentary directly from the creative team! The first of a
two-volume series, this collection explores concepts and creativity from the first entry in the
standalone Bravely series!
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